Copyright Clauses from Current Internet Terms of Service and User License Agreements

These clauses were found by the Consumer Project on Technology between May 10-14, 2001.

Clauses Pertaining to Database and Sui Generis Rights

**Monster Ireland's Terms of Use**  
URL: www.monster.ie/terms

"The contents of the TMP Sites, such as text, graphics, images, logos, button icons, software and other material (collectively, 'Material'), are protected under European Union, Irish and international copyright, database right, sui generis right, trademark and other intellectual property laws..."

"TMP makes no claims that the Materials may be lawfully viewed or downloaded outside the Republic of Ireland. Access to the Materials may not be legal by certain persons or in certain countries. If Customer accesses a TMP Site from outside of the Republic of Ireland, it does so at its own risk and is solely responsible for compliance with the laws of, or applicable to, its jurisdiction. Jurisdiction for any claims arising under the Agreement, including but not limited to these Terms of Use, shall lie exclusively with the Irish Courts and the Terms of Use shall be construed in accordance with the law of the Republic of Ireland."

**MedQix Terms of Use and Privacy Policy**  
URL: www.medqix.com/disclaimer.htm

"All materials contained on this Site are protected by the Dutch Copyright Act and are subject to the ownership rights of MedQix. Except as provided otherwise you may view, download and print the documents and returned information, made available on this Site subject to the following conditions. The documents and returned information may be used solely for personal, information, internal, non-commercial purposes. The documents and information may not be distributed. You may not remove any copyright or other proprietary notices contained in the documents and information.

MedQix reserves the right to revoke the authorization to view, download and print the documents and information at the Site and all related sites.

The IHC QC database is protected by the Dutch Database Protection Act."
IrishAbroad.com Terms of Use
URL: www.irishabroad.com/Community/terms.asp

"The information, content, graphics, text, sounds, images, buttons, trademarks, service marks, trade names and logos (the 'Materials') contained in this website are protected by copyright, trademark, database right, sui generis right and other intellectual property laws, under national laws and international treaties. Irishabroad.com and/or its licensors (as the case may be) retain all right, title, interest and intellectual property rights in and to the Materials. Nothing in these terms and conditions of use shall be construed as conferring by implication, estoppel or otherwise, any license or right under any copyright, patent, trade mark, database right, sui generis right or other intellectual property or proprietary interest of Irishabroad.com, its licensors or any third party ...

These terms and conditions of use shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of Ireland, and you hereby agree for the benefit of Irishabroad.com, and without prejudice to the right of Irishabroad.com to take proceedings in relation to these terms and conditions of use before any other court of competent jurisdiction, that the courts of Ireland shall have jurisdiction to hear and determine any action or proceedings that may arise out of or in connection with these terms and conditions of use, and for such purposes you irrevocably submit to the jurisdiction of such courts."

SWIFT BIC Database Plus License Terms
URL: www.bicdirectory.swift.com/Bic_database_query/ILA.asp

"Any and all rights in BIC Database Plus and its content, including sui generis rights and intellectual property rights shall remain with SWIFT BIC Database Plus may include information or codes whose proprietary rights belong to a third party ("Code Provider") and the terms of this License equally apply to such information and codes. No title or right hereto is transferred to you, except for the limited rights of expressed in this License ...

This License shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of Belgium and subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Brussels, Belgium."
International Herald Tribune User Agreement
URL: www.iht.com/termsofuse.html

"This Service (including, but not limited to text, photographs, graphics, video and audio content) is protected by copyright as a collective work or compilation under the copyright laws of the United States and other countries. All individual articles, content and other elements comprising this Service are also copyrighted works. You must abide by all additional copyright notices or restrictions contained in this Service ...

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of France."

BBC Online Terms and Conditions
URL: www.bbc.co.uk/help/copyright.shtml

"All rights, including copyright and database right, in the BBC's website and its contents, are owned by or licensed to the BBC, or otherwise used by the BBC as permitted by applicable law.

In accessing the BBC's webpages, you agree that you will access the contents solely for your own private use but not for any commercial or public use. You can download and use the service on a single CPU at a time and you can print out a single hard copy of any part of the content on the BBC's website for your personal use.

Except as permitted above, you undertake not to copy, store in any medium (including in any other website), distribute, transmit, re-transmit, broadcast, modify, or show in public any part of the BBC's website without the prior written permission of the BBC or in accordance with the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 ...

These Terms and Conditions shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of England and Wales. Disputes arising here from shall be exclusively subject to the jurisdiction of the courts of England and Wales."
Clauses Pertaining to Hyperlinking

Financial Times
URL: http://globalelements.ft.com/Common/TermsAndConditions/terms.html

“If you would like to link to the Site, please read and comply with the following guidelines and all applicable laws. A web site or WAP site that links to the Site ...

-must not be a web site or WAP site that contains content that could be construed as distasteful, offensive or controversial.

FT expressly reserves the right to request that any link in breach of these terms be removed and to take whatever other action it deems appropriate..

These Terms shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, English law.

The parties irrevocably agree that the courts of England shall (subject to the paragraph below) have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute which may arise out of, under, or in connection with these Terms or the legal relationship established by them, and for those purposes irrevocably submit all disputes to the jurisdiction of the English courts.

For the exclusive benefit of FT, FT shall retain the right to bring proceedings as to the substance of the matter in the courts of the country of your residence or, where these Terms are entered into in the course of your trade or profession, the country of your principal place of business.”
**NEC Global Website**  
URL: http://www.nec-global.com/cpyrght.html

“Copyright (C) 1997-2001 NEC Corporation  
7-1, Shiba 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-8001, Japan  
All rights reserved. Copyright in this document is owned by NEC Corporation...  

You must comply with the following conditions when you are linking to the NEC Global Website (hereafter ‘the Site’) ...

(7) Your site shall not contain material that could be construed as distasteful or offensive, and should contain only content that is appropriate for all age groups.  
(8) You shall not link to any page other than the top page of http://www.nec.com/. Anyone who wants to link to any other page on the Site must contact the webmaster ...  
(10) You agree to immediately remove the link to the Site if you breach any of the provisions described above.”

---

**Sports-Supplements.co.uk**  
URL: http://www.sports-supplements.co.uk/info/copyright.shtml

“The content of this site is protected by copyright pursuant to European Union copyright laws, international conventions and other copyright laws. The user is specifically prohibited from modifying, publishing, transmitting, selling, participating in the transfer or sale or reproducing, creating derivative works from, distributing, performing, displaying or in any way exploiting any of the materials on this site or the software or materials relating thereto in whole or in part.

The user may download or copy material for personal use only but the copyright therein shall be maintained by Sports-Supplements.co.uk

It is requested that Links to Sports-Supplements.co.uk are limited to the main news page. Linking directly to site content is not permitted unless you have prior written consent.”
“You may not establish a link to the Web Site from a third party site unless: (1) the link does not imply any association, endorsement or sponsorship by ECM s.r.l. of your site or any products or services offered on your site; (2) the link is to the ECM s.r.l. home page at (http://www.ECM s.r.l..com) and (3) linked pages from the Web Site are displayed without alternation of any kind; specifically, you may not cause a user's web browser to display a "framed" version of the Web Site in response to activating a link.”

**METATAG CLAUSES**

**InterCommunications, Inc. Copyright Notice**
URL: http://www.intercommunications.com/html1/copyright.html

“Linking, Framing and Metatags

Unless we enter into a specific written agreement with you, you may not use any of InterCommunications, Inc.’s names, logos, designs, slogans, trademarks or service marks in or with your links.

You may not incorporate any content from this Web Site into your site (e.g., by in-lining or framing), without the express written permission of InterCommunications, Inc.

You may not use any of InterCommunications, Inc.’s names, logos, designs, slogans, trademarks or service marks, or any other words or codes identifying InterCommunications, Inc.’s Web Site in any ‘metatag’ or other information used by search engines or other information location tools to identify and select sites, without InterCommunications, Inc.’s express written permission.”

**Racine Danish Kringles Copyright and Logo Information**
URL: http://www.kringle.com/about_kringle/copyright.shtml

“‘Racine Danish Kringles’ and the Racine Danish Kringle logo are the federally registered trademarks of Racine Danish Kringles, Inc. (RDK) and are protected by both federal and state trademark and unfair competition laws against the unauthorized use of any mark determined to be confusingly similar thereto. The trademarks themselves may not be used without the prior express written permission of RDK in any manner including in any web site whether in a domain name, text, metatag, or otherwise. This web site including the text and graphics as well as the Racine Danish Kringle logo are also protected by federal copyright and may not be copied or reproduced in any manner or in any tangible medium of expression without the prior express written permission of RDK.”
# REVERSE ENGINEERING CLAUSES

**Neusciences End User License Agreement**  
URL: [http://www.ncs.co.uk/about_us/legal_software.htm](http://www.ncs.co.uk/about_us/legal_software.htm)

“Source Code

Unless authorised in writing by Neusciences, nothing contained herein shall entitle the Licensee to access any source code. The Licensee shall indemnify Neusciences in full against any breach of this clause.

Property in the Software and Documentation

The Software and the Documentation contain proprietary information of Neusciences and all copyright, trade marks and other intellectual property rights in the Software and the Documentation are the exclusive property of Neusciences.

The Licensee shall take all such steps as shall be necessary or appropriate to protect Neusciences’ copyright and proprietary information in the Software and the Documentation and without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing shall not rent, lease, sub-license, loan, copy (except as expressly provided in this Agreement), modify, adapt, merge, translate, reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble or create derivative works based on the whole or any part of the Software or the Documentation...

This Agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with English Law and the parties shall submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the English Courts. Any rights not expressly granted herein are reserved.”

**Rapscallion™ License Agreement**  
URL: [http://www.rapscallion.co.uk/license/main.html](http://www.rapscallion.co.uk/license/main.html)

“You may not nor permit or authorise others to ...

1.9 alter, adapt, merge, modify or translate Rapscallion™; in any way for any purpose, including, without limitation, for error correction;

1.10 reverse-engineer, disassemble or decompile Rapscallion™; except that you may decompile Rapscallion™; only to the extent permissible by law where this is indispensable to obtain the information necessary to achieve the interoperability of an independently created program with Rapscallion™; or with another program and such information is not readily available on reasonable terms from Pure or elsewhere;”

Kyushu Matsushita Electric Co., Ltd. KX-P7500/KX-P7510 End-User License Agreement
URL: http://www.kme.panasonic.co.jp/saga/english/printer/asia/mlbp/p7500/p7500agreement.htm

“You may not reverse engineer, decompile or disassemble the SOFTWARE, except that in European Union and European Free Trade Association, you may have the limited right to reverse engineer, decompile or disassemble the SOFTWARE solely to the extent specifically permitted by the terms and conditions of Article 6 of the European Community's Directive for the Legal Protection of Computer Programs, OJL 122/42 (17 May 1991).”

NEC Viewtechnology (NECVT) User License
URL: http://support.nevt.co.jp/dl_service/eula/index_v.htm

“User may not reverse engineer, decompile, and/or disassemble the Software, except and only to the extent that such activity is expressly permitted by applicable law notwithstanding this limitation...

1) The validity, interpretation, construction and performance of EULA shall be governed by the laws of Japan....

3) Disputes over the EULA are to be settled at the Tokyo District Court as the exclusively agreed competent court.”

Beermat Software, Ltd. “Dope Wars 2.0 for Windows” Software License Agreement
Downloaded from http://www.beermatsoftware.com/dopewars/default.asp

“YOU MAY NOT ...
2. Translate, de-assemble, de-compile, reverse program, or reverse engineer the SOFTWARE or any of its components ...

The construction, validity and performance of the Software License Agreement is governed by the law of England and the parties accept the jurisdiction of the English Courts. You shall have the right to commence proceedings solely in the English Courts but we shall have the right to commence proceedings in the courts of England or of the country in which you are resident or which otherwise have jurisdiction in accordance with any international convention.”